Ripple is a moving light piece that expresses the beauty of the material
glass, celebrating the process of it’s making. Each Ripple set contains a
large rotating projection dome and a smaller light dome ensconcing the light
source. A focused beam of light projects from the lighting dome through both
walls of the mouth-blown, unevenly shaped and gently rotating projection
dome. This creates a play of shadow and light in an ever changing, moving
ripple pattern – beauty that goes beyond the material itself.
Ripple is available in large and medium sizes and various surface finishes.
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RIPPLE

designed by Poetic Lab

“The starting point of Ripple was a combination of emotional encounter with light and a

“Lobmeyr has always been driven by a curiosity about the wonderful interplay of glass and

material experiment. We wanted to capture the natural beauty created by light reflecting off

light throughout history to explore nature and handcrafting, discover archetypes, and to

water, and recreate this beauty in the home environment. When we encountered the blowing

transform these into impeccable products. The idea of the Ripple immediately grabbed my

process of crystal glass by chance, we were instantly mesmerized by its magnificence and

attention. The subtle play of the light reflections on moving water is something that one can

realized that it is the perfect solution. We love the way this hot molten material interacts

watch for hours. Glass and water has complex and multilayered relationship.

with air, gravity, and every single touch by the blower. As it cools, it becomes a mysterious,

The lighting branch is currently changing strongly. Right now it is important to look at the

transparent bubble, almost as if time was frozen in a moment. We work closely with the

fundamental needs of people and to go beyond current technological developments. Light

craftsmen, experimenting with the relationship of the blowing process, the shape, and the

that moves in a natural rhythm brings with it security and rich potential.”

light pattern.

Leonid Rath, Managing Partner J. & L. LOBMEYR

At the end of the process, we use a touch of magic to bring this frozen moment back to life
again. The projected, dancing ripple pattern celebrates not only the transparent crystal but
the true essence of light.”
Poetic Lab

